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 MODULE - KART RENTAL 

To be delivered at the entrance 

 

The undersigned________________________________________________________ 

 

Born in_______________________________date_____________________________ 

 

Residing in_____________________address__________________________________ 

 

Document type ________________________number___________________________ 

 

Country of issue __________________________Date of issue____________________ 

 

Cell number______________________e-mail_________________________________ 

 

*For minors, the declaration is made on behalf of their child. Photocopies of the document and signatures of 

both parents must be attached. 

Name/surname of the child________________________________________________ 

 

 

DECLARES 

 

1)To have seen the status of the facilities, equipment, and services of the Viterbo International Circuit, which 

are in good condition and comply with current regulations, relieving Vit Motorsport S.r.l. of any consequences 

that may arise from improper use of the vehicles, the track, ancillary services, and accidental causes.  

2)To have taken note of the norms and cautions to be observed inside the facilities and to accept 

unconditionally such norms and cautions. 

3)To have read the tariffs, means and other conditions in force for the use of the installation and to accept 

unconditionally that in relation to the foregoing, the means referred to above or its means, are perfectly suitable 

for the proof that I intend to carry out; 

4)To undertake to wear suitable clothing for the use of the slopes inside the facility; 

5)To undertake, assuming in this regard all civil and criminal liability towards third parties or those having 

cause, also allowing, and allowing any other person besides himself to circulate within the Viterbo 

International Circuit by his own or rented means. 

6)To be in perfect physical and mental health, to not use narcotic drugs and not to have ingested alcoholic 

beverages, relieving Vit Motorsport S.r.l. from any liability for any general physical problems, that may occur 

during the course of the activity. 

7)To be aware that any form of insurance for damages to property and persons not attributable to Vit 

Motorsport S.r.l. is exclusively personal, therefore renounces art.1916 of the Civil Code. 



8)In any case, to indemnify itself and its successors in the broadest possible way, and in any way whatsoever, 

Vit Motorsport S.r.l. from any and all obligations to pay compensation of any kind for damages, 

reimbursements, etc. in the event of any accident occurring for causes not attributable to Vit Motorsport S.r.l., 

its organization, its supervisors and employees all, and generally any other component concerned - whatever 

the duration of the accident, its outcome, and its consequences. The undersigned also declares to indemnify in 

the most absolute way, both in own name and for his successors and having cause in any way, Vit Motorsport 

S.r.l. from the claims that could be advanced to any title by third parties, persons who may be transported are 

also included among those third parties. The undersigned raises Vit Motorsport S.r.l. and all its staff and people 

anyway involved in the Viterbo International Circuit, from any and all damage to things and people happened 

for causes not dependent on the same, its organization, its supervisors and employees, and generally any other 

component concerned. 

9)To be aware that compensation for any damage caused directly or indirectly to facilit ies managed by Vit 

Motorsport S.r.l., to other drivers and their means, to third parties (spectators or members of the organization); 

it will be at its full and exclusive charge, relieving now and for that time, of any and all responsibility for the 

occurrence and occurrence of what is provided for in the preceding numbers, relieving Vit Motorsport S.r.l. 

from any claim for damages that may be caused by third parties for the reasons mentioned above. The 

undersigned 

HEREBY DECLARES finally: 

10) Vit Motorsport S.r.l. not responsible for thefts and/or damages to things and materials left unattended 

inside the facilities, considering that the car parks located also inside the Viterbo International Circuit are 

unattended. 

11) Vit Motorsport S.r.l. reserves the right to perform directly and indirectly through its partners or 

representatives, as well as to use photographs, video both together and in detail of the event, event, or test, 

without that the undersigned has title to demand compensation, holding indemnified Vit Motorsport s.r.i. from 

analogous demands that may reach to any title. The parties agree not to market such material, but to use it only 

for promotional and informative purposes. The constitution at the bottom constitutes, to all intents and 

purposes and with all knowledge of the case and of the law, declaration of release for the above specified.  

12)Acquired the information provided by the data controller pursuant to art. 13 of D. Igs. n.196/2003, to give 

your consent for the processing of the data necessary to carry out the operations indicated in the information 

and to authorize Vit Motorsport S.r.l. to the recording and storage of the images collected during the use of 

the track for security reasons. 

 

HAVING REGARD TO THE FOREGOING STATE: 

 

o He intends to ride with Viterbo Circuit rental go-karts 

o Authorizes your son/son "minor" to ride with the go-kart rental Circuito Viterbo 

 

Signature_______________________________ 

 

Pursuant to Articles 1341 and 1342 of the C.C. The clauses in paragraphs 7-8-9 above are specifically 

approved 

 

Date_______________________   Signature____________________________ 

 


